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Introduction {#sec1}
============

Eukaryotic cells contain a variety of compartments or organelles with specialized functions. There are membrane-bound organelles like the nucleus or mitochondria, and membraneless organelles (MLOs) such as stress granules or P-bodies ([@bib9]). MLOs are enriched in a peculiar type of polypeptides known as prion-like proteins ([@bib37]). These polypeptides consist of one or more globular domains with adjacent long intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs) of low complexity. These IDRs are enriched in specific amino acids, such as glutamine, asparagine, serine, glycine, and tyrosine, being similar in composition to the disordered domains of yeast prions, and thus referred to as prion-like domains (PrLDs) ([@bib30]). Interestingly, prion-like proteins often have the ability to phase separate into liquid droplets and this may contribute to the formation of MLOs in the nucleus or cytoplasm ([@bib9]). MLOs are dynamic structures and their formation is usually reversible, but these assemblies may become irreversible when proteins aggregate within MLOs due to mutations, prolonged stress, or changes in protein concentration. Protein aggregation is linked to the onset of a growing list of human disorders ([@bib20]). Not surprisingly, increasing evidences indicate a connection between pathological states and MLOs proteins malfunction ([@bib23]). ATX2 ([@bib27]), EWSR1 ([@bib36]), FUS ([@bib45]), hnRNPA1 ([@bib29], [@bib39]), hnRNPA2 ([@bib29], [@bib49]), HTT ([@bib46]), TAF15 ([@bib36]), Tau ([@bib58]), TDP43 ([@bib3]), and TIA1 ([@bib35]) are well-characterized proteins involved in the formation of MLOs; their mutation being associated with age-related disorders such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), frontotemporal dementia (FTD), or inclusion-body myopathy (IBM) ([@bib20], [@bib23], [@bib43]). Despite the increasing interest in MLOs, the molecular mechanisms that govern the transition between their functional and pathologic states are still not well understood.

Alternative splicing (AS) is an important mechanism underlying evolution complexity ([@bib4]). Many MLOs proteins have AS isoforms with unknown functions ([@bib19]). Indeed, AS events are frequent in prion-like proteins, especially at their PrLDs, affecting their ability to establish multivalent interactions and to form higher-order complexes ([@bib19]). AS also alters the phase separation properties of prion-like proteins' isoforms as observed for FUS protein with or without exon 8 inclusion ([@bib19]).

We focus this study on the heterogeneous ribonucleoprotein D-like (hnRNPDL), an RNA-binding protein displaying AS isoforms, linked to disease and with motifs similar to those associated with liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS) in well-characterized human prion-like proteins.

hnRNPDL is a highly conserved nuclear RNA binding protein involved in mRNA biogenesis located in the genomic position 4q21 ([@bib26]). The *HNRNPDL* gene contains nine exons and eight introns, and three isoforms are produced by AS, named here as hnRNPDL isoform 1 (DL1), hnRNPDL isoform 2 (DL2), and hnRNPDL isoform 3 (DL3) ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). DL2 was the first isoform discovered as a JKT41 binding protein 1 (JKTBP1) ([@bib54]) and it is the predominant isoform in all mouse and human tissues ([@bib1]). It is 301 amino acids long, constituted by two contiguous canonical RNA recognition motifs (RRMs) and one predicted PrLD at the C terminus, enriched in Gly and Tyr residues. DL1 is a longer isoform of 420 amino acids comprising an additional predicted to be disordered and Arg-enriched domain at the N terminus ([@bib26]). DL1 expression levels are 4-fold lower than those of DL2 and the transcript is mainly present in brain and testis ([@bib1]). DL3 is the shorter and minor isoform, with only 244 amino acids missing both N and C terminus disordered regions ([@bib28]).Figure 1LLPS Propensity of hnRNDPL Isoforms(A) Schematic diagram of hnRNPDL isoforms as SUMO fusion constructs. RNA recognition motifs (RRMs; blue) according to Pfam ([@bib16]), Arg-rich (orange), and Tyr-rich (green) IDR spliced regions according to Uniprot ([@bib5]) and their respective amino acid splicing positions are shown. hnRNPDL nuclear localization signal (NLS) sequence is as described in [@bib28].(B) SUMO-hnRNPDL isoform 1 (DL1) LLPS at different protein concentrations in 50 mM HEPES pH 7.5 and 150 mM NaCl.(C) 50-μM DL1 LLPS at different salt concentrations.(D) 50-μM SUMO-DL2 and SUMO-DL3 LLPS in 150 mM salt with or without the presence of 10% Ficoll, and 50 mM salt.(E) LLPS diagram of hnRNPDL isoforms in the absence of crowding agent. Green circles indicate positive and red diamonds indicate negative for the appearance of droplets at the indicated NaCl/protein concentration combinations.

hnRNPDL bears a 25-residue C-terminal PY nuclear localization signal (NLS) and its transport is mediated by the M9-transportin-1 (TNPO1) pathway ([@bib28]). Interestingly, only DL2 and DL3 are able to shuttle between the cytoplasm and the nucleus, whereas DL1 remains strictly nuclear. hnRNPDL isoforms share the same shuttling sequence, except for DL3, which misses four residues that are not required for TNPO1 interaction ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A; [@bib28]). Therefore, the basis of this differential translocation is unknown, but it may indicate hnRNPDL isoforms playing different roles in cells.

*HNRNPDL* constitutes one of the four genes present in the smallest deletion of the 4q21 microdeletion syndrome, being associated with growth retardation and hypotonia ([@bib21]). Moreover, hnRNPDL expression is upregulated in different types of cancers, such as prostate cancer, chronic myeloid leukemia, colon cancer, and hepatocellular carcinoma ([@bib65], [@bib34], [@bib60], [@bib63]). Finally, genome sequencing of Brazilian, Chinese, Uruguayan, and Argentinian families affected by limb-girdle muscular dystrophy 1G (LGMD1G, or LGMDD3 in the new nomenclature; [@bib50]) detected D378N and D378H point substitutions in *HNRNPDL*, indicating a mutation hotspot for this disease ([@bib6], [@bib52], [@bib56]). LGMD1G is an autosomal dominant inherited subtype of LGMD, the fourth most common muscular dystrophy, characterized by progressive weakness of hip- or shoulder-girdle muscles ([@bib33], [@bib44]).

Interestingly, hnRNPDL D378N/H point mutations reside in the PrLD of hnRNPDL ([@bib42]). Disease-causing mutations in PrLDs have been discovered in other prion-like proteins, for example in hnRNPA1 and hnRNPA2 proteins ([@bib29]), in both cases involving the replacement of a single Asp residue, as in hnRNPDL. These mutations have been reported to increase protein aggregation and result in the formation of cytoplasmic inclusions in patients ([@bib20], [@bib29], [@bib35]). Immunohistochemical analysis of LGMD1G patients identified nuclear condensates of hnRNPDL co-localizing with TNPO1 ([@bib56]). Congophilic deposits have however not been detected in LGMD1G patients and it remains unknown whether hnRNPDL mutations impact the protein aggregation propensity.

In this study, we show how AS results in hnRNPDL isoforms with dramatically different self-assembling properties *in vitro* and *in vivo*. We also demonstrate how Arg and Tyr residues, segregated in two distant IDRs in hnRNPDL, act as crucial determinants for both LLPS and aggregation. This spatial segregation of multivalent interacting residues explains how AS controls the propensity to form high-order intranuclear assemblies in mammalian cells, likely accounting for the different shuttling properties of the hnRNPDL isoforms. Finally, we confirm that, as in other prion-like proteins, hnRNPDL disease-causing mutations accelerate protein aggregation, resulting in completely insoluble variants when expressed in *Drosophila* muscle.

Results {#sec2}
=======

hnRNPDL Alternative Splicing Isoforms Display Different Phase Separation Behavior {#sec2.1}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

hnRNPDL has been shown to undergo LLPS *in vitro* ([@bib57]). To evaluate the molecular determinants that govern this process, we took advantage of the different domain architectures of hnRNPDL isoforms and we tested their propensity to undergo phase transition. We expressed and purified hnRNPDL isoforms as fusions with solubility-enhancing His-SUMO tags ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A), hereinafter referred to as DL1, DL2, and DL3. As expected, the three hnRNPDL isoforms bear distinct LLPS propensity ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B--1E).

The DL1 isoform, containing Arg- and Tyr-enriched IDRs at the N- and C terminus, respectively, displays the strongest tendency to phase separate ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E). Upon salt dilution, the solution becomes turbid spontaneously, demixing from an aqueous phase to form liquid-like protein droplets under physiological ionic strength ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). DL1 undergoes LLPS in a protein concentration-dependent manner in the absence of any crowding agent even at low protein concentrations (2 μM). For a given protein concentration, phase separation is enhanced with decreasing ionic strength ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C). DL2, missing the Arg-enriched disordered domain at its N terminus, also can undergo phase separation, but its propensity is much lower than that of DL1 ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E). At physiological ionic strength, DL2 requires the presence of a crowding agent (10% Ficoll) to phase separate ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D). When transferred to low ionic strength (50 mM NaCl), DL2 rapidly coalesces into micron-sized spherical structures without any crowding agent, but this process requires higher protein concentrations than for DL1 ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D and 1E). The fact that, in the absence of a crowding agent, DL2 only forms droplets at low ionic strength suggests that its LLPS depends on electrostatic interactions. Indeed, the C-terminal IDR is predicted to behave as a weak polyampholyte, a kind of molecule that displays reduced LLPS as the salt concentration increases ([@bib14]). DL3, the isoform devoid of any IDRs, does not phase separate in any tested condition, neither at 50 mM NaCl nor after crowding agent addition ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D and 1E).

The radii of hydration of hnRNPDL isoforms were analyzed by dynamic light scattering (DLS) at physiological salt concentration without any crowding agent ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The results correlated with the propensity to undergo LLPS ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E), with DL1 forming assemblies with a radius of hydration \> 1,000 nm, which could not be observed in DL2 and DL3 proteins, that displayed average radii of hydration of 4.5 and 3.5 nm respectively, compatible with a monomeric state.

These data indicate that the absence of the N-terminus Arg-enriched IDR of hnRNPDL reduces LLPS propensity and the absence of both the N- and C-terminus IDRs completely abolishes LLPS, suggesting that these domains are required for hnRNPDL self-assembly. The results provide experimental support for the hypothesis that AS controls LLPS in hnRNPDL ([@bib17]).

Interactions between Arg and Tyr Residues of DL1 IDRs Promote Its Phase Separation {#sec2.2}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Recent studies have reported the importance of Arg-rich domains in providing intermolecular interactions that contribute to LLPS ([@bib8]). Moreover, Arg residues have been shown to establish interactions with Tyr residues in FUS ([@bib10], [@bib55], [@bib57]). In the previous section, we have shown how the absence of the Arg- and Tyr-rich IDRs in hnRNPDL protein affects LLPS behavior. Therefore, we hypothesized that these residues might be interacting and promoting hnRNPDL phase separation. To confirm this hypothesis, we generated three hnRNPDL variants: (1) all N-terminus Arg mutated to Lys (R/K), (2) all C-terminus Tyr mutated to Phe (Y/F), and (3) both Arg to Lys and Tyr to Phe mutations (R/K+Y/F) ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). These mutations were designed to maintain the aromatic and basic character of Tyr and Arg, respectively, while preserving the ability to establish π-cation contacts. The identity of the basic and positive residues determines the interaction strength, with Lys-Tyr, Arg-Phe, and Lys-Phe contacts all being weaker than Arg-Tyr ([@bib57]). Therefore, these protein variants would allow us to evaluate the role of Arg and Tyr interaction strength in hnRNPDL LLPS.Figure 2DL1 Mutants LLPS Behavior(A) Schematic diagram of DL1 mutants as SUMO fusion constructs: (1) all N-terminus Arg mutated to Lys (R/K); (2) all C-terminus Tyr mutated to Phe (Y/F); (3) both Arg to Lys and Tyr to Phe mutations (R/K+Y/F); and (4) N-terminus (Nt) IDR alone.(B) LLPS of DL1 and mutants at 50 μM in 50 mM HEPES pH 7.5 and 150 mM NaCl.(C) LLPS of DL2 green labeled mixed with hnRNPDL-Nt red labeled, in a 1:1 ratio, at different protein concentrations and 150 mM salt.

The three hnRNPDL mutants showed a clear reduction of LLPS compared to DL1, being unable to phase separate at physiological conditions without crowding agents ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B and [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). This supports the idea that hnRNPDL phase separation relies on the complementarity of Tyr and Arg contacts ([@bib12]) and not on generic π-cation interactions, as observed also for FUS protein ([@bib10], [@bib57]).

The reduced LLPS propensity of the R/K mutant ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A) is similar to that of the DL2 isoform ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E). The C terminus in DL2 is sufficient to promote LLPS, likely through Tyr-Tyr interactions ([@bib13], [@bib41], [@bib57]), but its ability to undergo LLPS under physiological ionic strength is weaker than that of DL1 ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E). To further confirm that the C-terminus Tyr-rich domain and the N-terminal Arg-rich domain can indeed form interactions responsible for the high LLPS propensity of DL1, we designed a construct consisting only of the Arg-rich domain of DL1 (hnRNPDL-Nt) ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). hnRNPDL-Nt was unable to phase separate by itself ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B and [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). However, when hnRNPDL-Nt was mixed with DL2 at a 1:1 ratio, we completely recover LLPS under physiological conditions and DL2 phase separated at concentrations as low as 6.25 μM in the absence of any crowding agent ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C).

The above results indicate that DL1 LLPS is likely governed by intermolecular interactions between the Arg residues at the N-terminal domain and Tyr residues at the C terminus.

DL1 Forms High-Order Complexes in the Nucleus of Mammalian Cells {#sec2.3}
----------------------------------------------------------------

In the previous sections, we observed how hnRNPDL isoforms bear different self-assembly propensities *in vitro*. hnRNPDL is located in the cell nucleus; consequently, we addressed their properties in the nuclear context. To this aim, we examined the isoforms localization in a HeLa hnRNPDL knockout (KO) cell line (HeLa^DL-KO^) ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Cells were transfected with EGFP-tagged fusion constructs or EGFP alone, as control, and immunostained with anti-G3BP antibody as a cytoplasmic marker ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A).Figure 3Cellular Localization and Mobility of hnRNPDL Isoforms in Mammalian Cells(A) Cellular localization by immunofluorescence of EGFP-DL1, EGFP-DL2, EGFP-DL3, and unfused EGFP after expression in HeLa^DL-KO^. Cells were stained with G3BP antibody (red) as cytoplasmic marker and DAPI (blue) as nuclear marker.(B and C) Graph of normalized fluorescence intensity (B) and rate of recovery average (C) after FRAP in HeLa^DL-KO^ cells expressing EGFP-DL1, EGFP-DL2, and EGFP-DL3 and unfused EGFP (∗∗∗p value \< 0.0001).(D) Example of a size exclusion chromatography elution pattern after individual EGFP-hnRNPDL isoforms expression in HeLa^DL-KO^ cells. Elution volumes of EGFP-DL1 (74 kDa), EGFP-DL2 (61 kDa), and EGFP-DL3 (55 kDa) are indicated by arrows. Letters along the x axis indicate the elution volumes upon column calibration: A, column void volume; B, ferritin (440 kDa); C, aldolase (158 kDa); D, conalbumin (75 kDa); and E, ovalbumin (44 kDa).

All hnRNPDL isoforms are nuclear ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). Both DL1 and DL2 are distributed throughout the nucleoplasm, but excluded from the nucleolus ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). In contrast, DL3 was completely diffuse in the nucleus, suggesting that the hnRNPDL C-terminus IDR, the only region present in DL1 and DL2 and absent in DL3, might determine the intranuclear compartmentalization of the isoforms. DL1 and DL2 undergo LLPS *in vitro*, but they do not show nuclear puncta indicative of MLO formation. This behavior might be caused by the high RNA concentration in the nucleus, since high RNA/protein ratios have been shown to diminish LLPS in other prion-like RNA binding proteins, such as TDP43 and FUS ([@bib36]). In order to verify this idea, we added increasing concentrations of total RNA to DL1 *in vitro* and we observed a clear decrease in its LLPS propensity ([Figures S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B and S2C). RNA completely dissolved DL1 droplets at 100 ng/μL ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). This suggests that the nucleic acid titrates DL1 from the droplets. Accordingly, the droplets reappeared after RNase addition ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B).

We conducted fluorescent recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) analysis of a small region of the nucleus of HeLa^DL-KO^ cells for all EGFP-tagged hnRNPDL isoforms. FRAP analysis showed that the three isoforms associate and dissociate within the nucleus on different timescales of seconds ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). The fluorescence recovery half-times after photobleaching were 0.25, 0.84, and \>7.0 s for DL3, DL2, and DL1, respectively ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C). The low mobility of DL1, relative to DL2 and DL3, suggests that it might be involved in the formation of larger or more stable complexes within the nucleoplasm. The DL2 and DL3 mobilities are also significantly different, indicating that these isoforms are also associated with nuclear complexes that differ in identity or stability, although the assemblies that they form are likely smaller and more dynamic than the ones formed by DL1.

To confirm that DL1, DL2, and DL3 could be involved in the formation of different complexes, we performed size exclusion chromatography (SEC) of individual HeLa^DL-KO^ cellular extracts after transfection with each of the different constructs ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}D and [S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The DL1 isoform elution pattern differed significantly from that of DL2 and DL3, the protein being eluted in the void volume of the column corresponding to molecular size complexes larger than 5 million Da. Instead, DL2 and DL3 were eluted in volumes consistent with them being in their monomeric form. In order to prove that the EGFP-tag does not alter the elution pattern of the isoforms, the retention of endogenous hnRNPDL in a HeLa wild-type (WT) cell line was analyzed ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The elution profile of endogenous DL2, the predominant isoform, is similar to that of EGFP-DL2. The levels of endogenous DL1 and DL3 are too low to be detected in this experiment.

These results correlate well with the observed hnRNPDL isoforms *in vitro* self-assembly behavior. The presence of both hnRNPDL IDRs confers an increase in multivalency, enhancing protein-protein or protein-nucleic acids interactions and, consequently, the formation of larger or more stable complexes in the nucleus as reported also for other proteins ([@bib19], [@bib62]).

Transcription Inhibition Affects hnRNPDL Nuclear Localization {#sec2.4}
-------------------------------------------------------------

hnRNPs are predominantly located in the cell nucleus. Some hnRNPs, for example hnRNPA1, are known to shuttle between the nucleus and cytoplasm in a transcription-dependent manner, but others do not, for example hnRNPC ([@bib15], [@bib47], [@bib48]). Actinomycin D (ActD) is an anti-tumor chemical that inhibits transcription by intercalating into transcriptionally active regions, resulting in a significant reduction in RNA synthesis in the nucleus ([@bib51]). This treatment is usually performed to determine whether protein localization is dependent on active transcription, its inhibition resulting in protein translocation to the cytoplasm ([@bib11], [@bib47], [@bib48], [@bib64]). Interestingly, in contrast to untreated cells ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A), after 5 μg/ml ActD treatment for 3 h, hnRNPDL shows different transport depending on the considered isoform. Only the DL2 and DL3 isoforms were translocated to the cytoplasm indicating nuclear import that is dependent upon active transcription; meanwhile, the DL1 isoform remained nuclear ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), consistent with previous observations ([@bib25], [@bib28]). The three isoforms bear the same shuttling sequence ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A) and, thus, in principle, they could be transported in the same manner. In the previous section, we showed that DL1 forms higher- or more-stable-order complexes ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B--3D), larger than 5 million Da in the nucleus, suggesting extensive protein-protein or protein-nucleic acid interaction networks. This observation could provide an explanation for DL1 nuclear retention, which ultimately would depend on the presence of both IDRs.Figure 4Transcription Inhibition Effects on hnRNPDL LocalizationEGFP-DL1, EGFP-DL2, and EGFP-DL3 and unfused EGFP localization after their expression in HeLa^DL-KO^ cells and 5 μg/ml Actinomycin D (ActD) treatment for 3 h. Cells were stained with G3BP antibody (red) as cytoplasmic marker and DAPI (blue) as nuclear marker.

ActD treatment disrupts the nucleolus ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B) and relocates DL1 and DL2 isoforms within the nucleus, now exhibiting a speckled pattern ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, DNA staining with DAPI also showed nuclear puncta, but they do not colocalize with DL1 and DL2 foci. Indeed, the DL1 and DL2 foci tend to coincide with nuclear areas exhibiting poor DAPI staining, suggesting that high local DNA concentrations might prevent DL1 and DL2 foci formation. In contrast to DL1 and DL2, DL3 remains diffusely distributed in the nucleus. Therefore, we can ascribe the observed DL1 and DL2 localization patterns in the absence of ActD to the presence of the C-terminal Tyr-rich IDR. Similar observations have been reported for FUS and TAF15 proteins ([@bib38], [@bib66]).

The data show that only DL2 and DL3 isoforms can shuttle between nucleus and cytoplasm after transcription inhibition, whereas only DL1 and DL2 form nuclear foci. This indicates that the unique combination of IDRs in each particular variant is an important determinant of its localization.

hnRNPDL Alternative Splicing Isoforms Have Different Aggregation Propensity {#sec2.5}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Prion-like proteins are well known for their aggregation propensity, usually mediated by their PrLDs ([@bib37]). hnRNPDL isoforms were highly insoluble in bacteria, which is why we studied them as His-SUMO fusions. Once purified, we proceeded to analyze their *in vitro* aggregation properties ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). We used the amyloid-specific dye Thioflavin-T (ThT) ([@bib7]) to follow the kinetics of hnRNPDL isoform aggregation at 50-μM protein concentration, 150 mM NaCl, and 37°C with agitation. Interestingly, after 2 days DL2 already exhibited a ThT signal in the plateau phase, DL1 started to bind ThT only after 3 days, and DL3 did not show any ThT binding after 4 days ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A). We also used the alternative amyloid-specific dye Congo Red (CR) to confirm the presence of amyloid-like assemblies ([@bib59]). The absorbance spectra of CR shifts in the presence of amyloid aggregates, and in agreement with the ThT results, only the DL2 isoform promoted this red shift in CR spectrum after 4 days ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B). These results suggest that, from the three hnRNPDL isoforms, only DL2 displays significant amyloid aggregation propensity. In fact, the DL2 aggregates also bind the amyloid dyes Thioflavin-S (ThS) and Proteostat, and exhibit CR birefringence under polarized light ([Figure S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Finally, we observed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) the morphological features of the three hnRNPDL isoforms after 4 days. Negative staining indicated that DL2 formed typical amyloid fibrillary structures without any significant accumulation of amorphous material, DL1 forms amorphous aggregates, and DL3 formed only small aggregates ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}C).Figure 5hnRNPDL Isoform Aggregation PropensityEvaluation of Thioflavin T (ThT) binding over time (A), Congo Red (CR) binding (B), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (C) at final aggregation time point of 50-μM SUMO-hnRNPDL isoforms in 50 mM HEPES pH 7.5 and 150 mM NaCl. Aggregation was conducted at 37°C and 600 rpm. Scale bars of TEM images in (C) represent 400 nm.

These results suggest that the Tyr-rich IDR, including a predicted PrLD ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A), is responsible for hnRNPDL self-assembly into ordered amyloid-like structures, but also that this reaction only occurs in the absence of the positively charged N-terminal IDR, which would act as a kind of intramolecular chaperone. The data correlate with the relative solubility of the endogenous or transfected isoforms in HeLa WT or hnRNPDL KO cells, respectively, DL2 being the more insoluble of the three variants ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).Figure 6DL2 Disease-Causing Mutation Aggregation Propensity(A) Schematic diagram of DL2, as a SUMO fusion construct. RRMs (blue) according to Pfam ([@bib16]) and PLAAC ([@bib31]) predicted PrLD (light green) are indicated. The Tyr-rich IDR (dark green) and the disease-causing mutations (red) within the PrLD are shown with their respective amino acid positions.(B--E) LLPS behavior (B), Thioflavin T (ThT) binding over time (C), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) at 24 h and 4 days (D), and Congo Red (CR) binding (E) at final aggregation time point of 50-μM DL2 and the disease-causing mutations D259N and D259H (DL2N and DL2H) in 50 mM HEPES pH 7.5 and 150 mM NaCl. Aggregation was conducted at 37°C and 600 rpm. Scale bars of TEM images in (D) represent 400 nm.

Disease-Causing Mutations Accelerate hnRNPDL Aggregation {#sec2.6}
--------------------------------------------------------

Disease-causing mutations in PrLDs are common in prion-like proteins and they have been linked with an acceleration of the aggregation kinetics ([@bib20]). Mutation of a specific Asp residue in the PrLDs of hnRNPA1 and hnRNPA2 proteins mapping to evolutionarily conserved regions of these IDRs are linked to ALS or MSP ([@bib29]). The conserved Asp is involved in destabilizing electrostatic interactions and the removal of repulsion by mutation seems to be responsible for the increased propensity of the mutated PrLDs to self-associate and aggregate. Mutation of Asp378 of hnRNPDL to either Asn or His has been associated with LGMD1G ([@bib6], [@bib52], [@bib56]). As in the case of hnRNPA1 and hnRNPA2, this Asp maps at the PrLD of hnRNPDL ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A; [@bib42]) and it is strictly conserved in vertebrates ([Figure S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Therefore, we examined how these mutations affect LLPS and the aggregation of hnRNPDL protein.

DL2 is reported to be the predominant isoform in tissues ([@bib1]), as observed by western blot of HeLa WT cells ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Moreover, in the previous section we showed that DL2 is also the isoform with higher amyloid potential ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Consequently, we focused the study on Asn and His mutants of the DL2 isoform (DL2N and DL2H) located at position D259; this position corresponds to D378 in DL1 because DL2 lacks the first 119 amino acids ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A).

We first checked how DL2 mutations affect LLPS behavior under physiological salt conditions ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}B). In the absence of Ficoll, DL2H did not show detectable structures by light microscopy, whereas in DL2N small irregularly shaped and clustered structures were observed. In the presence of Ficoll, DL2H showed aggregated particles, whereas DL2N shows liquid droplets morphology similar to DL2 WT. These results indicate that the mutations in DL2 PrLD affect its LLPS propensity.

Comparison of DL2 mutants' *in vitro* aggregation propensity over time with that of the WT isoform confirmed the impact of the Asp mutation on aggregation. Both DL2 mutants exhibited faster aggregation kinetics, as monitored by ThT, displaying a shorter lag phase and reaching the plateau phase significantly before than the WT form ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}C). Accordingly, TEM analysis indicates that DL2H and DL2N proteins have already assembled into amyloid fibrils after 24 h, whereas the DL2 WT remains protofibrillar ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}D). This is in agreement with the predictions of ZipperDB, a structure-based threading algorithm that scores six-amino acid-sequence stretches according to their propensity to form "steric zippers" in the spine of amyloid fibrils ([@bib18]). ZipperDB predicted higher steric zipper propensity for DL2H and DL2N, relative to DL2 WT ([Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The AMYCO algorithm, which evaluates the impact of mutations on the aggregation of prion-like proteins ([@bib22]), also predicts increases in aggregation propensities of 7% and 10% for the DL2H and DL2N variants, respectively.

The acceleration of the aggregation reaction in the mutant variants resulted in smaller and less-ordered amyloid fibrils at the end of the reaction (4 days), as observed by TEM ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}D), which displayed a lower, but still significant, binding to CR than DL2 WT fibrils ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}E). The amyloid-like nature of the DL2H and DL2N aggregates was further confirmed by staining with ThS, Proteostat, and by CR birefringence ([Figure S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A).

The secondary structure content of the aggregates was assessed using attenuated total reflection Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) in the amide I region of the spectrum (1,700--1,600 cm^−1^). Deconvolution of the FTIR absorbance spectra of DL2 WT, DL2H, and DL2N samples indicated the presence of a major band at 1,628 cm^−1^, which can be assigned to the presence of an intermolecular β sheet ([Figure S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). This component accounts for 25%--26% of the spectral area in the three cases ([Table S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which sharply coincides with the proportion of residues mapping at the PrLD in the respective DL2 constructs (25.8%). No major secondary structure differences were observed between the three amyloid assemblies, indicating that, *in vitro*, the impact of the mutations is mostly kinetic.

Overall, these results, provide evidences that mutation of Asp378 in hnRNPDL PrLD (position 259 in DL2) increases its aggregation propensity, as previously described for hnRNPA1 and hnRNPA2.

Disease-Causing Mutations Are Located in the Insoluble Fraction of *Drosophila* Muscle {#sec2.7}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To evaluate the effect of disease-causing mutations in hnRNPDL *in vivo*, we generated transgenic *Drosophila* expressing WT or mutant forms of human DL2 by using the UAS/GAL4 system. Multiple transgenic lines expressing a single copy of DL2 WT or mutant (DL2N or DL2H) were generated by site-specific ϕC31integrase-mediated transgenesis into *Drosophila* chromosome 3. This approach permits equal levels of expression between independent lines, as demonstrated empirically for the five independent lines expressing WT DL2 ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}A). However, we observed that fly lines expressing mutant forms of DL2 (DL2N or DL2H) consistently exhibited lower levels of DL2 protein compared to flies expressing WT DL2 ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}A).Figure 7hnRNPDL Isoform 2 Disease-Causing Mutation Effects in *Drosophila*(A) Expression levels of DL2 and disease-causing mutations (DL2N and DL2H) in transgenic flies. Thoraxes of adult flies were processed for western blot analysis with an antibody against hnRNPDL. Actin was blotted as a loading control.(B) Adult flies were dissected to expose the dorsal longitudinal indirect fly muscle (DLM) and stained with Alexa Fluor 647-phalloidin (purple), hnRNPDL (red), and DAPI (blue).(C) Thoraxes of adult flies were dissected. Sequential extractions were performed to examine the solubility profile of hnRNPDL.

Expression of either WT or mutant (DL2N or DL2H) forms of DL2 in *Drosophila* indirect flight muscle led to mild degeneration, showing disorganized muscle fibers as demonstrated by phalloidin staining ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}B). Immunohistochemical analysis showed that both WT and mutant forms of DL2 localized predominantly to myonuclei ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}B). Although we did not observe clear differences between WT and mutant proteins in their localization patterns, we did observe that the solubility of DL2 protein was strongly impacted by disease-causing mutations. Specifically, mutant DL2 (D259H or D259N) proteins were largely recovered from the detergent-insoluble fraction, whereas the WT DL2 protein is found both in the detergent-soluble and detergent-insoluble fractions ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}C). This result is consistent with *in vitro* data that indicate enhanced aggregation propensity by disease-causing mutations ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}C). The lower levels of DL2 mutant proteins relative to the WT protein in fly muscle might respond to an attempt of the proteostatic machinery to degrade misassembled insoluble species.

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

In this work, we first characterized the molecular properties that govern the self-assembly of hnRNPDL isoforms *in vitro*. The three AS isoforms exhibit different LLPS propensities according to their IDRs composition: DL1, with both Arg-rich and Tyr-rich IDRs, displays a strong LLPS behavior; DL2, with only the Tyr-rich IDR, has a mild LLPS propensity, requiring a crowding agent to phase separate at physiological ionic strength; and DL3, with none of the IDRs, does not phase separate. Protein self-assembly driving forces can be mediated by π-cation, π-π, hydrophobic, electrostatic, dipole-dipole, or hydrogen bonding interactions ([@bib9]). Recently, it was described that FUS LLPS was governed by interactions between Tyr residues of the PrLD and Arg residues of the RNA binding domain ([@bib57]). We hypothesized that hnRNPDL LLPS would follow the same mechanism than FUS, where Tyr residues from the C terminus and Arg residues from the N terminus would mediate interactions leading to phase separation. We experimentally validated this hypothesis generating hnRNPDL variants that maintain the aromatic and cationic residue content but are predicted to establish weaker interactions. These variants could not undergo LLPS under physiological conditions, indicating that, in hnRNPDL, Arg and Tyr residue interactions are required for phase separation. The absence of the N-terminus Arg-rich IDR significantly reduces the DL2 LLPS propensity. However, DL2 can still undergo LLPS, most probably by Tyr-Tyr interactions of the C-terminal PrLD, as it occurs with purified PrLDs of proteins such as FUS ([@bib57]).

Different self-assembly properties of the hnRNPDL isoforms suggest that they might participate in distinct biological functions. We experimentally validated that hnRNPDL isoforms exhibit a significantly different behavior in mammalian cells, the data indicating that they might be involved in the formation of distinct nuclear complexes. DL1 and DL2 are excluded from the nucleolus, while DL3 is diffusely distributed. This exclusion from the nucleolus has been also reported for other prion-like proteins like FUS ([@bib61]), TAF15 ([@bib38]), or EWSR1 ([@bib53]). The only common region in DL1 and DL2 and absent in DL3 is the C-terminus Tyr-rich PrLD. Therefore, hnRNPDL PrLD seems to determine the intranuclear compartmentalization of the isoforms. This is consistent with the observation that the deletion of the N-terminal PrLD of FUS resulted in a protein variant evenly distributed in the entire nucleus ([@bib61]), as it occurs with the natural DL3 isoform. hnRNPDLs have LLPS propensity, but in the nucleus it is diffusely distributed, without the detection of nuclear puncta corresponding to MLOs. It has been shown that high RNA/protein ratios, as occur in the nucleus, prevent prion-like proteins from LLPS ([@bib36]). This could be the underlying reason of the diffuse distribution of the DL1 and DL2 variants in the nucleus. Accordingly, we experimentally validated that DL1 LLPS is strongly dependent on RNA levels. We were also interested in assessing whether hnRNPDL isoforms exhibit different mobilities in cells due to their differential self-assembly properties. In excellent agreement with *in vitro* behavior, DL2 and DL3 form dynamic and small complexes in the nucleus, whereas DL1 forms more rigid and bigger complexes. This last behavior can be univocally ascribed to the DL1 Arg-rich N terminus IDR, which increases DL1 multivalency thus favoring protein-protein and protein-nucleic acids interactions and, consequently, the formation of the observed large complexes.

We further validated that DL2 and DL3 are the only two isoforms able to shuttle between the nucleus and cytoplasm, their nuclear import being dependent on ongoing transcription, as previously reported ([@bib25], [@bib28]). Similar differences in isoform shuttling have been reported for hnRNPD, a member of the same heterogeneous ribonucleoprotein (hnRNP) family, where p37 and p40 isoforms shuttle between nucleus and cytoplasm but p45 and p42 isoforms remain in the nucleus ([@bib2]). hnRNPD p37 and p40 result from AS and lack exon 7, which encodes for a region of 50 residues corresponding to the only Tyr-rich IDR region (28% Tyr) in its PrLD. The p45 and p42 isoforms' nuclear retention is suggested to be mediated through interaction with the nuclear SAF-B protein, p37 and p40 not interacting with it. SAF-B contains a large Arg-rich IDR region (26% Arg) and therefore it is plausible that π-cation contacts could contribute to the interactions with the p45 and p42 isoforms. DL1 possesses both types of IDRs and therefore can establish a potentially larger number of interactions. The fact that the protein is retained in the nucleus when RNA levels are decreased by ActD treatment suggests that these interactions are of proteic nature.

DL1 and DL2 form bright nuclear foci after RNA synthesis inhibition, while DL3 does not. This necessarily involves the Tyr-rich PrLD in the process. Interestingly, similar observations were described for hnRNPD, TAF15 and FUS after ActD treatment ([@bib2], [@bib24], [@bib38], [@bib66]). For the three proteins the formation of nuclear foci was depended on their PrLD ([@bib38], [@bib66]). Nuclear foci after ActD may represent the retention of the protein in transient subnuclear compartments by interaction with proteins recruited to this site ([@bib66]) thanks to the characteristic compositional bias of PrLDs.

Prion-like proteins are well known for their aggregation behavior and involvement in disease. Therefore, we evaluated the aggregation propensity of hnRNPDL isoforms. Not surprising, DL2, the predominant isoform in humans, hence the most probable isoform being involved in disease, is the isoform with higher amyloidogenic propensity. The data indicate that the amyloidogenic potential concentrates in the PrLD, since DL3, containing the two RRM domains, remains soluble. A reasonable explanation for the amyloidogenicity of DL2 is that it lacks the N-terminus IDR Arg-rich domain, which may act as a mechanism of protection in DL1, precluding rapid aggregation through electrostatic repulsion between positively charged regions. Therefore, this domain plays a different role in LLPS and amyloid formation, promoting the first reaction and inhibiting the second one. Importantly, this suggests that, for hnRNPDL, the process of phase separation plays a protective role against fibril formation.

As observed for other prion-like proteins, disease-causing mutations in the PrLD enhance the aggregation propensity of hnRNPDL. We experimentally demonstrated a significant acceleration of DL2 aggregation after introduction of the D378N and D378H LGMD1G-associated mutations (DL1 nomenclature). In *Drosophila* muscle, hnRNPDL mutants locate in the nucleus but show a clear reduction in solubility compared to the WT protein. Most pathogenic mutations in prion-like proteins are reported to promote the formation of cytoplasmic inclusions in patient tissues, a phenotype that can be recapitulated in cell-based assays and in animal models of the disease ([@bib29]). This is not the case for hnRNPDL. Analysis of muscle tissues from LGMD1G patients bearing the hnRNPDL genetic mutations we studied here did not revealed the existence of congophilic deposits or any type of inclusions ([@bib52], [@bib56]), nor did we observe them in *Drosophila*. The mechanism by which hnRNPDL mutations elicits the LGMD1G phenotype is still unknown. Here, we uncover that DL2 is inherently aggregation prone and that the disease-causing mutations exacerbate this propensity, resulting in a protein that despite being diffusely distributed in the nucleus of *Drosophila* myocytes is totally insoluble. This evidence makes us think that LGMD1G is caused by a loss-of-function mechanism, in which DL2 function is lost because the protein aggregates or it is degraded by the cellular protein quality control machinery, in line with the lower levels of mutant proteins detected in *Drosophila*. Consistent with this view, blocking the translation of hnRNPDL in zebrafish to reduce the endogenous protein levels results in restricted and uncoordinated animal movements and disorganized myofibers ([@bib56]). Thus, it is feasible that LGMD1G patients would exhibit lower levels of soluble DL2 isoform in their muscular tissue, although this extent should be further confirmed. Importantly, like in the case of hnRNPA2 and hnRNPA1, aggregation in hnRNPDL is triggered by the mutation of a well-conserved Asp residue in the PrLD. This recurrent mutational change within three different hnRNP proteins indicates that these residues play a protective role against aggregation, likely by promoting electrostatic repulsion among side chains of neighboring monomers ([@bib40]).

hnRNPDL protein is an RNA-binding protein involved in transcription and AS regulation ([@bib32]). The presence of the exon corresponding to its PrLD is responsible for the incorporation of hnRNPDL into multivalent hnRNP assemblies that, in turn, control the AS of other genes ([@bib19]). A recent study indicates that SRSF1 protein regulates AS of hnRNPDL, generating the isoforms containing the PrLD, and therefore the execution of the downstream splicing program ([@bib17]). It was suggested that SRSF1 may serve as an upstream regulator of phase separation. We demonstrate here that this is the case. Indeed, we speculate that by regulating hnRNPDL AS, SRSF1 might also determine the size and dynamics of the complexes this protein forms in the nucleus, its nucleus-cytoplasm shuttling ability, and its amyloidogenic potential.

STAR★Methods {#sec4}
============

Key Resources Table {#sec4.1}
-------------------

REAGENT or RESOURCESOURCEIDENTIFIER**Antibodies**Rabbit polyclonal to hnRNPDLAbcamCat\#ab183136Mouse monoclonal anti G3BPBD BiosciencesCat\#611127; RRID: [AB_398438](nif-antibody:AB_398438){#intref0010}Alexa Fluor 555Molecular ProbesCat\#A31572; RRID: [AB_162543](nif-antibody:AB_162543){#intref0015}Mouse monoclonal anti GAPDHSanta CruzCat\#sc47724; RRID: [AB_627678](nif-antibody:AB_627678){#intref0020}Sheep polyclonal anti tubulinCytoskeleton IncCat\#ATN02; RRID:[AB_10709401](nif-antibody:AB_10709401){#intref0025}Mouse monoclonal anti C23Santa CruzCat\#sc-8031; RRID: [AB_670271](nif-antibody:AB_670271){#intref0030}**Bacterial and Virus Strains**One Shot TOP10 chemically competent *E. coli*Life TechnologiesCat\#C404003HI-Control CL21(DE3) chemically competent cells (SOLOS)Lucigen CorporationCat\#60435-1**Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins**1x TrypLE ExpressThermo Fisher ScientificCat \#12604-013Lipofectamine2000Thermo Fisher ScientificCat\# 11668027His-SUMO-hnRNPDL isoform 1This studyN/AHis-SUMO-hnRNPDL isoform 2This studyN/AHis-SUMO-hnRNPDL isoform 3This studyN/AHis-SUMO-hnRNPDL isoform 2 D259NThis studyN/AHis-SUMO-hnRNPDL isoform 2 D259HThis studyN/AOregon Green Protein Labeling KitMolecular ProbesCat \#O10241Texas Red Protein Labeling KitMolecular ProbesCat\#T10244Q5 site directed mutagenesis kitNew England BiolabsCat\#E0554SExpresso T7 SUMO cloning and expression systemLucigen CorporationCat\#49003-2NEBuilder HiFi DNA Assembly Master MixNew England BiolabsCat\#E2621SFicoll400Sigma-AldrichCat\#F2637Secure seal imaging spacers 1.9x0.12 mmGrace BiolabsCat\#654002Proteostat® aggresome detection kitEnzo life sciencesCat\#ENZ-51035-K100**Experimental Models: Cell Lines**HeLa cellsATCCCat \#CCL-2; RRID: CVCL_0030HeLa hnRNPDL *knock out* cellsThis studyN/A**Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains***Drosophila melanogaster*: cell line w1118Bloomington Drosophila Stock CenterCat\#3605*Drosophila melanogaster*: cell line Mhc-Gal4Bloomington Drosophila Stock CenterCat\#55133*Drosophila melanogaster*: cell line UAS-hnRNPDL isoform 2Bestgene Inc.N/A*Drosophila melanogaster*: cell line UAS-hnRNPDL isoform 2 D259NBestgene Inc.N/A*Drosophila melanogaster*: cell line UAS-hnRNPDL isoform 2 D259HBestgene Inc.N/A**Oligonucleotides**See [Table S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the primer list**Recombinant DNA**pET28a-hnRNPDL isoform 1GenScriptN/ApETite-His-SUMO Kan vectorLucigen CorporationCat\#49003-1pETite-His-SUMO-hnRNPDL isoform 1This studyN/ApETite-His-SUMO-hnRNPDL isoform 2This studyN/ApETite-His-SUMO-hnRNPDL isoform 3This studyN/ApETite-His-SUMO-hnRNPDL isoform 2 D259NThis studyN/ApETite-His-SUMO-hnRNPDL isoform 2 D259HThis studyN/ApEGFP-C3 vectorClontechCat\#6082-1pEGFP-C3-hnRNPDL isoform 1This studyN/ApEGFP-C3-hnRNPDL isoform 2This studyN/ApEGFP-C3-hnRNPDL isoform 3This studyN/ApSpCas9(BB)-2A-Puro (PX459) V2.0AddgeneCat\# 62988; RRID:Addgene_62988pUASTattBDrosophila Genomics Resource CenterCat\#1419**Software and Algorithms**SigmaPlot 10.0Systal Software<http://www.sigmaplot.co.uk>GaphPad Prism 5GraphPad<https://www.graphpad.com/>ImageJ 1.51J SoftwareNIH<https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/download.html>Igor Pro 7.0Wavemetrics<https://www.wavemetrics.com/>

Lead Contact and Materials Availability {#sec4.2}
---------------------------------------

Further information and requests for resources and reagent should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, S. Ventura (<Salvador.ventura@uab.es>).

All unique/stable reagents generated in this study will be made available on request but we may require a payment and/or a completed Materials Transfer Agreement if there is potential for commercial application.

Experimental Model and Subject Details {#sec4.3}
--------------------------------------

### Bacterial Cell Culture {#sec4.3.1}

cDNA clones were transformed into One Shot TOP10 and BL21(DE3) SOLOS chemically competent *E. coli* cells (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Single colonies were grown overnight at 37°C and 220 rpm in LB media containing kanamycin selection antibiotic at a concentration of 50 mg/ml. All competent bacterial cells were stored at −80°C in 15% glycerol.

### Mammalian cell Culture {#sec4.3.2}

HeLa cells (of female origin) were grown at 37°C and 5% CO~2~, and maintained in DMEM High Glucose (Hyclone SH30022.01) medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum. Cells were passaged and plated using 1X TrypLE Express (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Cells were authenticated by short tandem repeat (STR) profiling.

### *Drosophila* Culture {#sec4.3.3}

All *Drosophila* stocks were maintained on standard diet in a 25°C incubator with a 12 h day/night cycle.

Method Details {#sec4.4}
--------------

### Isoforms sequence {#sec4.4.1}

hnRNPDL isoform 1, 2 and 3 (DL1, DL2 and DL3) sequences were obtained from Uniprot ([@bib5]):

**MEVPPRLSHVPPPLFPSAPATLASRSLSHWRPRPPRQLAPLLPSLAPSSARQGARRAQRHVTAQQPSRLAGGAAIKGGRRRRPDLFRRHFKSSSIQRSAAAAAATRTARQHPPADSSVT**MEDMNEYSNIEEFAEGSKINASKNQQDDGKMFIGGLSWDTSKKDLTEYLSRFGEVVDCTIKTDPVTGRSRGFGFVLFKDAASVDKVLELKEHKLDGKLIDPKRAKALKGKEPPKKVFVGGLSPDTSEEQIKEYFGAFGEIENIELPMDTKTNERRGFCFITYTDEEPVKKLLESRYHQIGSGKCEIKVAQPKEVYRQQQQQQKGGRGAAAGGRGGTRGRGRGQ*gqnwnqgfnnyydqgygnynsayggdqnysgyggydytgynygnygygqgyadysgq*QSTYGKASRGGGNHQNNYQPY

Bold corresponds to the N terminus Arg-rich domain present in DL1; lowercase italic corresponds to the C terminus Tyr-rich domain present in DL1 and DL2.

### Bacterial molecular cloning {#sec4.4.2}

pET28a-hnRNPDL vector was purchased from GenScript. This plasmid has assembled the synthetic human gene hnRNPDL isoform 1 (DL1) with optimized codon for bacterial expression. DL1 sequence was amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using plasmid pET28a-hnRNPDL as a template. The PCR fragment was cloned into pETite-His-SUMO kan vector using the Expresso T7 SUMO cloning and expression system (Lucigen Corporation) obtaining the pETite-SUMO-DL1 vector. The final vector was transformed into One Shot TOP10 chemically competent *E. coli* cells (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

pETite-SUMO-DL1 was used as a template for isoform 2 construct (DL2), missing the first 119 amino acids, using the Q5 site directed mutagenesis kit (New England Biolabs).

hnRNPDL isoform 2 point mutations D259N/H (DL2N and DL2H) and isoform 3 construct (DL3), missing the first 119 amino acids and residues at position 343-399, were obtained using pETite-SUMO-DL2 plasmid as a template and the Q5 site directed mutagenesis kit (New England Biolabs).

DNA fragments of R/K and Y/F mutated regions were purchased from GenScript in order to obtain pETite-SUMO-DL-R/K, Y/F and R/K+Y/F plasmids. pETite-SUMO-DL1 was used as a template for these constructs using the Q5 site directed mutagenesis kit (New England Biolabs) and DNA fragments were inserted using the NEBuilder HiFi DNA Assembly Master Mix (New England Biolabs).

hnRNPDL-Nt was obtained using pETite-SUMO-DL1 plasmid as a template and the Q5 site directed mutagenesis kit (New England Biolabs).

Once confirmed the sequences of the final vectors, they were transformed into chemically competent *E. coli* BL21 DE3 cells from Expresso T7 SUMO cloning and expression system (Lucigen Corporation) for protein expression.

### Protein expression and purification {#sec4.4.3}

100 mL of Luria Broth (LB) with 50 mg/ml kanamycin (kan) were inoculated by single colony of BL21 cells with pETite-SUMO-DL1/2/2N/2H/3 and incubated overnight at 37°C and 220 rpm (New Brunswick Innova 44R shaker). 25 mL of saturated overnight culture was transferred into 1 L LB-kan and incubated at 37°C and 220 rpm. The protein expression was induced at OD~600~ = 0.5 by addition of isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) to a final concentration of 0.5 mM. The induced culture was incubated for additional 3 h at 37°C and 220 rpm. Cells were then harvested by centrifugation for 15 min at 4,000 g and 4°C (Sorvall LYNX 6000. Thermo Scientific). The cell pellet was frosted at −80°C.

Pellets from 2 L cell culture were resuspended in 40 mL binding buffer (50 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 1 M NaCl, 5% glycerol, 20 mM imidazole, 1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT)) supplemented with, 0.2 mg/ml lysozyme, 20 μg/ml DNase and 1 tablet of protease inhibitor cocktail EDTA free (Roche). The suspension was incubated for 20 min at 4°C with slow agitation and then lysed by passing through a LM10 microfluidizer (Microfluidics) at 18.000 psi. Lysate cells were centrifuged for 30 min at 30,000 g and 4°C. The supernatant was filtered through a 0.45 μm PVDF membrane and loaded onto a HisTrap FF Ni-column (GE Healthcare) at a flow rate of 2 ml/min. Protein was eluted by an imidazole gradient over 10 column volumes starting from 0 to 100% of elution buffer (50 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 1 M NaCl, 5% glycerol, 500 mM imidazole, 1 mM DTT). His purified protein was treated with 0.2 mg/ml RNase (Thermo Scientific) for 15 min at 37°C and 1 mM PMSF was added to avoid protein degradation. Then, protein was filtered using 0.22 μm PVDF membrane, concentrated using 10 K Amicon (Millipore) to 5 ml, filtered again and subjected to size exclusion chromatography on a Superdex 200 16/600 column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated in 50 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 1 M NaCl, 5% glycerol and 1 mM DTT. The fractions were analyzed by SDS-PAGE, pooled, concentrated, filtered and stored in small volume aliquots at −80°C. Absence of RNA was confirmed by 260/280 absorbance ratio using Nanodrop 8000 (Thermo Scientific). Protein concentration was determined by OD280 absorbance using Nanodrop 8000 (Thermo Scientific).

For SUMO-hnRNPDL-Nt purification, with a calculated isoelectric point of 10.24, an ion exchange chromatography with a HiTrap SP column (GE Healthcare) using a salt gradient from 50 mM to 1 M NaCl was performed before the size exclusion chromatography.

### Phase separation {#sec4.4.4}

Purified proteins were diluted to desired protein and salt concentrations in 50 mM HEPES pH 7,5. Dilution of salt from 1 M NaCl (storage buffer) induced phase separation. A secure seal imaging spacer (Grace Biolabs) was used between slide and coverslip to visualize protein droplets in a Leica TCS SP8 microscope. Ficoll400 (Sigma) was used in addition to induce phase separation for DL2.

For DL2:hnRNPDL-Nt colocalization experiments, DL2 was green labeled with Oregon Green and hnRNPDL-Nt was red label with Texas Red using molecular probes protein labeling kits (Invitrogen) as described in the commercial protocol. A stock at 100 μM in 150 mM NaCl was prepared for each protein and then proteins were mixed at 1:1 ratio making posterior serial dilutions from the 50 μM stock mixture.

For RNA experiments, DL1 was used at 6.25 μM final concentration to obtain droplets of 2-6 μm and ensure that the surface was not fully covered with droplets to facilitate imaging. Total RNA was obtained from HeLa cells following the TRIzol Reagent user guide (Invitrogen). RNA diluted in RNase-free water was added at the indicated concentrations and posterior addition of 5 ng/μl of RNase (Thermo Scientific) was used to induce again LLPS.

### Dynamic light scattering (DLS) {#sec4.4.5}

hnRNPDL isoforms protein size was determined using a DynaPro NanoStar (Wyatt technologies) in 50 mM HEPES pH 7.5 and 150 mM NaCl at different protein concentrations per duplicate. Protein radius was extracted from mass data.

### Protein aggregation {#sec4.4.6}

Right before each experiment, the stock solutions were diluted to 50 μM in 50 mM HEPES buffer pH 7.4 and 150 mM NaCl. For aggregation assays the samples were incubated for 4 days at 37°C and 600 rpm.

### Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) {#sec4.4.7}

The morphology of the aggregated proteins was evaluated by negative staining and using a JEOL TEM-1400Plus Transmission Electron Microscope, 80 KV. 50 μM aggregated protein solution was sonicated for 10 min in an ultrasonic bath (Fisher Scientific FB15052) and then diluted to 1 μM final concentration in H2O. 5 μl of the diluted solution was placed on carbon-coated copper grids and incubated for 5 min. The grids were then washed and stained with 5 μl of 2% w/v uranyl acetate for 2 min. Then, grids were washed again before analysis.

### Congo Red (CR) binding {#sec4.4.8}

CR binding to aggregated proteins was analyzed using a Specord® 200 Plus spectrophotometer (Analyticjena). The absorbance spectra were recorded from 400 to 650 nm. 10 μL of 50 μM aggregated protein was added to 90 μl of 20 μM CR in 50 mM HEPES buffer pH 7,4 and 150 mM NaCl and was incubated at room temperature for 5 min before the measurement. The same buffer with 20 μM CR and without protein was employed as a control.

### Thioflavin-T (Th-T) aggregation kinetics assay {#sec4.4.9}

The fluorescence spectra of Th-T were recorded using a Perkin Elmer EnSpire Multimode plate reader. Reactions were carried out at 50 μM protein concentration in a solution containing 20 μM of Th-T in 50 mM HEPES buffer pH 7,4 and 150 mM NaCl at 37°C. The aggregation kinetics were followed monitoring the changes in Th-T fluorescence intensity at 495 nm every 5 min with prior shaking at 100 rpm for 15 s. The same buffer with 20 μM ThT and without protein was employed as a control.

### Thioflavin-S (ThS) and proteostat® staining {#sec4.4.10}

100 μL of aggregates protein was incubated for 1 h in the presence of 150 μM ThS (Sigma) or 1/2000 Proteostat® dilutuion (Enzo Life Sciences) in 50 mM HEPES buffer pH 7,4 and 150 mM NaCl. Then, the samples were washed two times with the same buffer. Finally, the precipitated fraction was resuspended in a final volume of 10 μL and placed on a microscope slide and sealed. Images were obtained at 20x magnification in an Eclipse 90i fluorescence microscope.

### Congo Red (CR) birefringence {#sec4.4.11}

Aggregated protein was first sonicated for 10 min in an ultrasonic bath (Fisher Scientific FB15052). 10 μL sonicated aggregated protein was incubated for 1 h in the presence of 100 μM CR (Sigma). 5 μL sample was placed on a microscope slide and viewed at 10x magnification with a Leica stereoscopic microscope MZFLIII.

### Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy {#sec4.4.12}

100 μL aggregated protein was centrifuged and washed two times with H~2~O to remove the presence of salts. The final pellet was resupended in 10 μL H~2~O. FTIR experiments were performed using a Bruker Tensor 27 FT-IR spectrometer (Bruker Optics Inc) with a Golden Gate MKII ATR accessory. Each spectrum consists of 32 independent scans, measured at a spectral resolution of 4 cm^-1^ within 1800-1500 cm^-1^ range. All spectral data were acquired and normalized using the OPUS MIR Tensor 27 software. Data was afterward deconvoluted using the Peak Fit 4.12 program.

### Mammalian molecular cloning {#sec4.4.13}

hnRNPDL isoform 1 sequence was amplified by PCR from cDNA extract of U2OS cells and assembled to pEGFP-C3 HindIII and BamHI digested plasmid using the NEBuilder HiFi DNA Assembly Master Mix (New England Biolabs). Similar to bacterial molecular cloning, pEGFP-C3-DL1 plasmid was used as a template for isoform 2 (DL2) construct using the Q5 site directed mutagenesis kit (New England Biolabs). hnRNPDL isoform 3 (DL3) was obtained using pEGFP-C3-DL2 plasmid as a template and the Q5 site directed mutagenesis kit (New England Biolabs). The final vectors were transformed into One Shot TOP10 chemically competent *E. coli* cells (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

### Mammalian cell culture and transfection {#sec4.4.14}

HeLa hnRNPDL KO (HeLa^DL-KO^) cell line was performed by CRISPR-Cas9 with following gRNA: gRNA1: ATTCTTGCTCGCGTTGATCT; gRNA2: ACAGAGTACTTGTCTCGATT. Both gRNA target the common exons in all 3 isoforms. pSpCas9(BB)-2A-Puro (PX459) V2.0 was a gift from Feng Zhang (Addgene plasmid \# 62988; <http://addgene.org/62988>; RRID:Addgene_62988). HeLa^DL-KO^ cells were grown and maintained in DMEM High Glucose medium (Hyclone) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Hyclone) at 37°C and 5% CO~2~. Cells were passaged and plated using 1x TrypLE Express (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

For cellular transfection, HeLa^DL-KO^ cells were seeded on 4-well or 8-well glass slides (Millipore) for immunofluorescence or 4-well lab-Tek chambered coverglass (Nunc) for FRAP. Cells were transfected 24h after seeding with 400 ng DNA using Lipofectamine2000 (Invitrogen). After 4 h of transfection, we changed cellular media to fresh one. Cellular stress was applied 24h post transfection.

### Immunofluorescence {#sec4.4.15}

Transfected HeLa^DL-KO^ cells were stressed or not with 5 μg/ml actinomycin D for 3 h. Cells were then fixed with 4% parafolmaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences, \#15713-S), permeabilized with 0,2% Triton X-100 and blocked with 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA). Primary antibodies used were against G3BP (611127; BD Biosciences), nucleolin (sc-8031; Santa Cruz) and hnRNPDL (ab183136; Abcam). For visualization, the appropriate host-specific Alexa Fluor 488 or 555 (Molecular Probes) secondary antibodies were used. Slides were mounted using ProLong Gold antifade reagent with DAPI (Invitrogen). Images were captured using a Leica TCS SP8 STED 3x confocal microscope (Leica Biosystems) with a 63x oil objective.

### Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) {#sec4.4.16}

FRAP experiments were performed with the Opterra II Swept Field Confocal Microscope (Bruker) using Prairie View 5.5 Software. Immediately before imaging, the medium was changed to 500 μL complete phenol red-free DMEM medium (HyClone). During imaging, cells were maintained at 37°C and supplied with 5% CO~2~ using a Bold Line Cage Incubator (Okolabs) and an objective heater (Bioptechs). Imaging was performed using a 60x Plan Apo 1.40NA oil objective and Perfect Focus (Nikon) was engaged for the duration of the capture.

For imaging, cells were selected based on level of intensity. Time lapses were taken using the 488-nm imaging laser set at 100 power and 100-ms exposure with acquisition set at max speed (0.5 ms period) for 100 frames. Photobleaching of the nucleus occurred 2 s into capture, using the 488-nm FRAP laser to bleach the green channel. Data was repeated in triplicate for each condition, with each replicate having at least n = 10 cells. Data was opened in ImageJ 1.51J (NIH) using the Prairie Reader plugin. ROIs were generated in the photobleach region, a non-photobleached cell, and the background for each timelapse, and the mean intensity of each was extracted. These values were exported into Igor Pro 7.0 (WaveMetrics), where photobleach and background correction were performed, and fit FRAP curves using Hill's equation were generated.

### Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) {#sec4.4.17}

We analyzed individually the elution profile of the contents of cells expressing EGFP-hnRNPDL isoforms, one isoform at a time. A total of 3 dishes of 10 cm per each hnRNPDL isoform transfection were pooled for SEC analysis. Experiments were performed in triplicate for each isoform. HeLa^DL-KO^ cells were transfected 24h after seeding with 3 μg DNA using Lipofectamine2000 (Invitrogen) and media was changed to fresh one after 5 h of transfection. Cells were collected 24 h post transfection, resuspended in 0.5 mL of 1xPBS supplemented with protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche) and lysed using 1 mL syringe (5-10 passes). Protein solubilization was confirmed by Bradford. Supernatant was collected by 5 min centrifugation at 1,000 g and 4°C, filtered with 0.45 μm PVDF membrane and loaded on a Superose 6 Increase 10/300 GL column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated with 1xPBS. The fractions were analyzed by Western Blot using a primary antibody against hnRNPDL (ab183136; Abcam) and the appropriate host-specific secondary antibody (IRDye 680RD Goat anti-Rabbit IgG (H + L), LI-COR, P/N 926-68071). The elution pattern of endogenous hnRNPDL in untransfected HeLa WT cells was also analyzed.

### *Drosophila* stocks and culture {#sec4.4.18}

Gene sequences of hnRNPDL isoform 2 (DL2) WT, DL2 D259H, and DL2 D259N were synthesized and subcloned into the pUASTattB *Drosophila* expression vector (BioBasic Inc.). Flies carrying the transgenes were generated by performing a standard injection through the ϕC31 integrase-mediated transgenesis technique (BestGene Inc.). All *Drosophila* stocks were maintained in a 25°C incubator with a 12 h day/night cycle. Eye phenotypes were imaged by light microscopy. The w1118 line was used as control.

To prepare adult fly muscle for immunofluorescence, the *Mhc-Gal4* driver was used to express the transgene in muscle at 25°C. Adult flies were embedded in a drop of OCT compound (Sakura Finetek) on a glass slide, frozen with liquid nitrogen and bisected sagitally by a razor blade. After fixing with 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS, hemithoraces were permeabilized with PBS containing 0.2% Triton X-100 and stained with anti-hnRNPDL antibody (ab183136; Abcam). Hemithoraces were additionally stained by Alexa Fluor 647 (Life Technologies) and DAPI according to manufacturer's instructions. Stained hemi-thoraces were mounted in 80% glycerol, and the musculature was examined by STED (Leica SP8).

Quantification and Statistical Analysis {#sec4.5}
---------------------------------------

Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism v5. All data are shown as the mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). The statistical significance of each isoform compared to unfused EGFP was investigated by ordinary two-way ANOVA followed by Dunnett's multiple comparisons test. The number of samples analyzed per experiment is provided in the corresponding method details section. A p value of less than 0.05 was used to determine significance.

Data and Code Availability {#sec4.6}
--------------------------

This study did not generate any unique datasets or code.
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